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About Us
100% solid wood
When you choose WEX Trade, you choose the finestquality worktops made from nothing less than 100% solid
wood. Our strong environmental policy ensures our wood
is sustainably sourced and that excellence is assured.

Carefully chosen
We are solid wood specialists. Choosing the right timbers
for our worktop collection has been more than a simple
quest for variety: it’s a matter of pride. As such, we have
built up a diverse collection of species – the largest in the
UK – over our years of trading. Classic timbers mingle with
the exotic and dramatic: from oak and beech to zebrano
and wenge, there is a worktop to suit every taste.

Carefully crafted
WEX Trade worktops are manufactured only in Europe
with cutting-edge machinery. We hold our entire range
in stock in the UK – at all times. What is more, though
we stock a comprehensive range of standard worktop
sizes and thicknesses, our experienced team can also
accommodate requests for bespoke orders as part of
our fabrication service.
Welcome to the incomparable beauty of solid wood.
Welcome to WEX Trade.

Oak

Oak and Prime Oak
Worktops

Oak is blessed with a strong, naturally attractive grain.
The timber matures and darkens over time to produce
a striking, durable and highly versatile worksurface.

Our most popular collection. Comprised solely of
European oak timber, these worktops showcase the
charms of a species famous for its characterful grain
and traditional associations. We offer two types of oak
worktop - Standard and Prime - in various constructions.

Prime Oak
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For a flawless finish with very few natural
imperfections, look no further. A Prime Oak worktop
provides a uniform, sleek surface that will blend
seamlessly into a traditional or modern kitchen.

WEX Trade offers solid wood worktops
in a stunning variety of timbers, and in
two formations: standard and full stave.

Beech

One of our most enduringly popular worktops. This
distinctive timber has a prominent grain and will grow
more beautiful with age, creating a work surface with
unique, rustic charm.

Standard Range
Each standard worktop is constructed from 40mm wide,
high-pressure glued, finger-jointed staves.

Prime Beech

Our Prime Beech worktops share the unique
charms of their standard variant but are constructed
from timbers specifically chosen for delicacy and
consistency. The soft grain and even colour lends a
brightness to the finish of this superior worktop.

Ash

A light and attractive - but even more hard-wearing alternative to oak is our European ash timber, which
features a distinctive grain with both linear and curly
features. The detailed figuring and golden colour make
it ideal for both classic and contemporary kitchens.

Walnut

Walnut worktops have an innately decorative
appearance due to the unique, wavy grain and
naturally rich colour variation. One of our most popular
worktops and sure to bring stylish warmth to any
kitchen.

Black Oak

Our Black Oak worktops are specially treated for
a luxurious, dark aesthetic that is similar to wenge,
but at a more accessible price. Time is taken to
ensure that each worktop that undergoes this unique
darkening process is coloured throughout the entire
depth of the timber. This means they can still undergo
a variety of fabrications such as drainage grooves.

All worktops are supplied fully sanded to
a sleek, 150 grit finish. The worktops are
supplied in this natural unfinished state
so that prior to installation any further
finishes may be applied according to the
customer’s preference.

Black American Walnut

The rich colour of black walnut is matched by its
equally striking grain pattern. The naturally dark
surface will mature over time to a stunning depth of
colour: almost black, as the name suggests.

Iroko

An exotic African timber which couples beauty with
durability. Perfectly hygienic and hardwearing due
to the timber’s naturally high oil content, the iroko’s
attractive golden surface will mature into a magnificent
russet shade soon after installation.

Bamboo is a wonderfully durable and sustainable
worktop material. Available in two colours – pale
gold and rich caramel - this type of worktop differs
from the majority in that its surface is made up of an
innovative formation of compressed individual sections.
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Bamboo

Caramel Bamboo

We can provide each worktop in
a variety of lengths (2m, 3m, 4m),
widths (620mm, 720mm, 960mm) and
thicknesses (27mm, 40mm). Some of
our core range are also available in wider
boards, please enquire for details.
Edges are square as standard.
We can also accommodate bespoke
requests. Please view our ‘specialist
options’ page or enquire for more
information.

Cherry

A cherry worktop is sure to brighten up any kitchen
as only a superior natural product can. Both distinctive
and vibrant, the unique caramel figuring gleams with
colourful warmth.

Maple

Maple is blessed with excellent density and a stunning
appearance. The pale amber colour will mature to
an elegantly rich honey; a soft, warm shade that is
perfect for traditional and modern kitchens alike.

Zebrano

Zebrano is an exotic, robust timber. The dark brown
grains meld with the beautiful golden surface colour to
create the delicate, ‘zebra’-like appearance suggested
by its name. Over time, the surface hue will darken to
a beautifully rich toffee.

Wenge

Wenge is a truly superior timber. 50% more dense
than oak, worktops constructed from wenge are both
attractive and immensely hardwearing. The exquisite
formation of dark brown and black grains creates a
dramatic finish that will imbue any space with flair.

A selection of the timbers we stock are
available as part of our full stave range
- featuring wider, longer staves, these
options showcase the natural grain and
beauty of the wood.

Oak

Black
American
Walnut

Iroko

Full Stave Worktops
This luxurious worktop option allows true appreciation
of each timber’s delicate grain pattern. Full stave wood
worktops are constructed from wider, 90mm planks of
timber that run the full length of the worktop, highlighting
the natural charms of each species as only a fuller
stave can. The result is a uniquely versatile worktop
that functions as both an eye-catching feature and a
faithful worksurface.

Maple

Prime
Oak

Ash

Bespoke Wood
Worktops
The beauty of solid wood is that it can be cut and
shaped exactly to your requirements. We want our
customers to truly enjoy the flexibility only offered by
this wonderful natural material; and so, alongside our
extensive range of standard worktops, we also provide
a bespoke cutting service.
Whatever your needs, be it cutting to size, sink cut-outs,
or edge profiling, our experienced fabrication team is on
hand to help.

Cutting

Using the latest high-calibre machinery, we can cut to
your precise measurements and professionally rout
apertures for any size of sink or built-in hob,
using bespoke templates to ensure an accurate finish.
We can also accommodate taps, drainage grooves and
irregular cutouts.

Edges and Corners

To customise your finish, we recommend opting for
an edge profile, ellipse end or radius corner.
Edge profiling is invaluable for protecting your worktop,
creating a hardwearing edge and softening any
sharp extremities.
Continue with curves by opting for an ellipse end or
radius corner: two of our most popular bespoke options.
Adding an ellipse end to your worktop creates an extra
area perfect for entertaining or preparation, while the
streamlined finish of a radius corner is an ideal safeguard
for high-traffic areas.

Bespoke Sizes

In addition to providing custom cut-outs and other
bespoke options, we can also provide worktops of
bespoke sizes and thicknesses. Please enquire for
more information.

Grey Slate

Laminate Worktops
WEX Trade is pleased to offer a large selection of striking
laminate worktops. They are carefully designed to provide
a truly accurate representation of a solid wood, slate,
stone or marble surface, giving our customers the flexibility
of choosing the ideal worktop to suit their dream kitchen.
All our laminates are affordable but, most importantly, they
also abide by our stringent quality standards. Customers
choosing these worktops can be assured that they are
incredibly hard-wearing and durable.

Oak Block

Cut and Edge

Our bespoke cutting service means we can cut a
laminate surface just as easily and efficiently as solid
wood worktops thanks to our investment in the very
latest machinery. Alterations to laminate worktops will
adhere to your precise measurements for a perfect fit,
taking out the time and effort of cutting to size on site.
Furthermore, our edging and machining service means
you will receive the worktop finished and ready for a
quick and easy installation.

White Marble

Antique Oak

Fabrication and Corners

Let us provide the finishing touches to your worktop by
choosing either an edge profile, radius end or radius
corner. Our decors are offered in a range of 3mm, 6mm
or square edge profiles – information on which décor has
which finish can be acquired via our sales team as the
range constantly expands.
For a stylish, flowing look, incorporate a curved section
into your square edged worktop by picking one of our
most popular bespoke alterations – radius ends or radius
corners. A radius end can offer a fantastic space for
preparing food or entertaining, while a radius corner is
perfect for busy kitchens because it prevents people
catching a sharp edge – it looks smooth and smart, too.

Black Nimbus

Colmar Oak

White

Laminate Worktops
Our ever-expanding range of laminate worktops ensures
we can cater for more of your customers’ dream
kitchens than ever before, while retaining our ethos of
offering quality products at an affordable price. When
planning a kitchen redesign, our laminate selection
provides more choice and opens up new styles and
ideas for a cooking area.
We are delighted to stock more than 30 different finishes,
including surfaces that resemble solid wood, granite, stone,
marble and even glass. There really is something to suit
every kitchen, from traditional styles to more contemporary
designs and everything else in between.
The laminate worktops we supply are sourced just as
carefully as our solid wood options. Manufactured and
stocked solely in the UK, they are constructed to FIRA
Gold standards to ensure the quality of the products
used. Incredibly durable and capable of holding their own

Black Sparkle

in busy kitchens, all our laminate worktops are available
at WEX Trade’s famously low prices.
Laminate worktops are available in 3m x 600mm lengths,
with select decors available in lengths of up to 4.1m and
widths up to 900mm, alongside a variety of accessories.
We also offer a bespoke fabrication service to customise
laminate worktops to requirements, making it as easy and
convenient as possible to get the perfect-sized surface.
Utilising the latest high-calibre machinery, we can cut
lengths, radius corners and radius ends with precision and
ease. You will not need to cut into the worktop to make
holes for hobs, taps or overmounted sinks if you opt for
our bespoke service, because we will do all of this to
ensure the appliances fit to perfection.
Further laminate worktop decors will be added to our
range as it continues to grow, so check our website
regularly for the latest product updates.

Walnut Block

Concrete

Cypress Cinnamon

Restaurant Table Tops
Whether for use in the home, a restaurant, café or bar,
our range of solid oak table tops are an exceptional,
hard-wearing surface that are constructed from the same
fine quality timber as used for our wooden worktops.
Choose from pre-made square, rectangular and circular
options, constructed from either 40mm or 20mm wide
oak staves and sanded to an exceptionally fine finish.
Our table tops are provided unfinished and without
any base, though we can offer pre-oiling or lacquering
treatments should you wish to install them immediately
upon arrival.
If you are looking for a table top in a bespoke timber
type, thickness, shape or size, then our on-site fabrication
team can help – do get in touch for further details.

Solid Wood Shelves
Create additional storage in any kitchen, office or living
space with our solid wood floating shelves. Made
from the same excellent quality timber as our wooden
worktops, these shelves are cut with precision machining
to accommodate hidden brackets.
Available in standard sizes measuring from 300mm to
1500mm long, 200mm deep and 40mm thick, each shelf
is provided with 2 - 4 brackets and is pre-drilled so that
you may mount them on any suitable solid wall.
We keep a selection of floating shelves in stock as
standard, but can also fabricate our shelves to almost
any size from any of the timbers available in our solid
wood worktop collection. Our standard range includes
Oak, Euro Walnut, Beech, Ash, and Black Oak with
prices starting from just £20.

Samples
For an example of the quality you can expect from WEX Trade, we invite you to view our samples.
Each solid timber sample is 200mm x 150mm x 40mm, allowing our customers to truly appreciate the weight, quality
and finish of each worktop option.
Our samples are fully sanded and have been finished with one coat of oil to the top side to give a valid indication of
the finished article. The bottom side is unfinished so that you may see the timber in its natural form.
Our laminate sample swatch is also available on request.

Environmental Policy
An intense commitment to sustainability has been a
lynchpin of our business model since its inception.
This approach is twofold: we only source timber from
areas with established replanting programmes and we
promote environmental practice with minimal wastage
wherever possible.
•
•
•

For our European species, we only manufacture
from wood that is milled sustainably and carries FSC
certification.
For our American species, we only manufacture
from wood that is milled at one of the largest national
plants and carries PEFC certification.
For our exotic African species, we only manufacture
from wood that is purchased legally. These
manufacturing plants are subject to strict monitoring
and we continually seek proof that the necessary
sustainability procedures are being implemented.

All the timber purchased by us – from any source -is
logged from sustainable forests with well-established
replanting programmes.
The very construction of our worktops (solid timber panels
- or staves - which are fingerjointed) means that waste is
extremely minimal. Any resultant wood waste is used to
create samples and byproducts; or, in the final instance,
unusable solid wood offcuts are used to fuel our newly
instated biomass boiler, which heats our main warehouse.
We also have a self enclosed extraction system for
capturing and recycling emissions. The majority of our inhouse finishing products (Danish oil, wax etc) are natural.
We are proud to supply high-quality products that are
both eco-friendly and encourage biodiversity.
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